How DARE you or any other corporate shill tell us where our retirement savings can be invested. Ultimately, all these anti-environment, Draconian regs will be overturned because they will contribute to the deaths of billions of people. You stand in the way of a worldwide climate movement, and you will be overrun. But do you really want to go down as the villains of the piece in the eyes of history? Do you really want to contribute to the negligent homicide of literally billions of people? Because that is what this and other Trump administration policies will ultimately do if allowed to stand. I've read the IPCC reports, and unlike some among you, I and millions of other people know the science is compelling. We're already seeing the consequences of corporate greed, political inaction and entrenched stupidity. This rule is just another insane misfire added to the pile. I WILL NOT have you dictate that my personal funds be clandestinely allocated to the support of an industry that's moribund but still refuses to respond to realities of science and the needs of the global population. If I have to cash out and stuff my funds into a mattress, I will do so, because I will not have this. Several years ago I insisted my financial managers divest from Big Oil and other harmful industries like Big Pharma, and you have no right, legal or moral, to force me to do otherwise. I demand you abandon this senseless, self-serving Ponzi Scheme of a rule.